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A 6.4 TESLA DIPOLE MAGiET FOR THE SSC* 

ABSTRACT 

C. E. Taylor, S. Caapi, W. Gilbert, W. Hassenzahl, R. Keuser, 
K. Kirk , C. Peters, R. Seanlan 

Lawrenee Berkeley Laboratory 
university of California 
Barkeley, California 

P. Dahl, J. Cottingham, R. Fernow, K. Garber, A. Ghosh, 
C. Goodzeit, A. Greene, J . Herrera, S. Kahn, B. Kelly, 
G. Korgan, A. Prodell, W. Sampson, W. Sehneider, R. Shutt, 
P. Thompson, P. Wanderer, and E. Willen 

Brookhaven iational Laboratory 
Upton, L. I . , Hew York 

A design is presented for a dipole magnet suitable for the proposed 
SSC faeility. Teat results are given for . model magnets of this design 
1 m lons and 4.5 m lons. Flattened wedge-shaped eables ("keystoned") are 
used in a graded, two-layer "eos a" eonfiguration with three wedges to 
provide suffieient field uniformity and meehanieal rigidity . stainless 
steel eollara 15 mm wide, fastened with reetangular keys, provide struc
tural support, and there is a "eold" iron flux return . Tha outer-layer 
eable has 30 strands of 0.0255 in. dia. ibTi multifilamentary wire with 

. cuts .C. a 1.8, and the inner has 23 strands of .0318 in. dia. wire with 
cuts . C. 8 1 . 3. Performanee data is given ineluding training behavior, 
windins stresses, eollar deformation, and field uniformity . 

IiTBODUCTIOi 

The U.S. high energy physies eommunity has begun preparation of a 
eoneeptual design and proposal for'. a 20 TeV eolliding beam faeility eall
ed the SSC (SUpereondueting Super Collider) . R&D on the main dipole mag
nets haa been initiated , and several models of promising magnet styles 
have been designed and tested. one of these designs, with a eentral 
field of approximately 6.4 T, a winding 1.0. of 40 mm, eollars for strue
tural support, and a "eold" iron flux return yoke is designated "Design 
0" and is beins developed by eollaborating groups at BiL, Fermilab, and 
LBL. A eross seetion of this design is shown in Fi g. 1 . This paper 

*This work was supported by the Direetor, Offiee of Energy Researeh, 
Offiee of High Energy and Huelear Physies, High !nergy Physies Division, 
U.S. Dept. of !nergy, under Contraet Ho. DB-AC03-76SF00098. 



describes the magnet portion of the system (windings, structure, iron) 
which hss been developed mainly at LBL and BML . Another ·paper in these 
proceedinas describes the cryostat system thst has been developed mainly 
by Femlab. 1 

Bacause of the large number of dipole magnets required (approximately 
8,000), an effort is made to minimize the cost and to anticipate the use 
of mass production techniques. The main design features are described 
belov, and test results are presented on model magnets constructed at LBL 
and BIL. 

COILS AIID CABLE 

To minimize the amount of superconductor and iron, we have chosen the 
very small inner diameter of ~O mm (the Tevatron bore diameter is 76 mm) , 
used a minimum amount of copper in the cable, and have placed great em
phssis on obtainina maximum current density in the VbTi superconductor . 
Th8 cable is a flattened "Rutherford" cable arranaed in two layers as 
shown in Fig. 1. each layer consists of an upper and lower winding with 
the four windinas connected in series; the outer cable contains less 
superconductor thsn the inner wind ina because it is in a lower magnetic 
field. The inner cable has 23 strands of 0.0318" dia. wire with a 
copper-to-superconductor ratio of 1.3; the outer cable hss 30 strands of 
0.0255" die . wire with a copper-to-superconductor ratio of 1.8. The 
copper-to-superconductor ratio is chosen to give the inner and outer 
layers approximately equel quench protection behsvior. The strands do 
not nead to be insulated from one another because the rate of field 
increase durina acceleration in the SSC is very low (approximately 15 
minute. to accelerate from 1 to 20 TeV) . The cable is compacted to an 
average of about 901 of its maximum density. One edge is thinner thsn 
the other to maximize the number of turns. Wedges, inserted in each 
layer, are located to maximize the uniformity of the field, and are also 
designed to provide for mechanical stability of the winding under the 
high circumferential compressive stress that is applied when the collars 
are squeezed into place. The winding is not supported on its inner 
diameter. 

Because of the considerable benefits from maximizing current · density 
in SSC magnets, an R&D program was pursued to utilize, on a commercial 
scale, increased VbTi homogeneity and new methods of multiple heat treat
ments thst are shown to improve J c . The results of this program, and the 
development of the Design D cable, is described by Scanlan.' The cable 
used in models built to date has strand J c of about 2500 A/mm' (4.2 K, 
5 T, 10-1 'ohm-cm) for the'inner cable and up to 2700 A/mm' for the outer 
cable. These early models reach a central field of at least 6.6 T at 4 . 5 
K. We expect that further improvements of the commercial material will 
be achieved soon, and thst a critical field of about 6 .8 tesle will be 
obtained ; tentatively, we have assumed an operating f i eld of about 6. 4 T 
allowina for a safe operating margin. 

COLLARS 
'. 

Interlocking collars shown in rig. 1, similar to those used in the 
Tevatron dipoles, provide structural support ; however, instead of assembly 
by weldina as in the Tevatron, rectangular keys are used to lock collars 
together. The collars provide pre-compression of the windings and com
plete support of the Lorentz forces. The collared coil assembly is sus
pended in the iron yoke by the four tabs, with enough clearance to allow 
for collar deformation under load; therefore, the split iron yoke does 
not need to resi st the Lorentz forces. To minimize the radial collar 
thickness, a high-strength stainless steel, Hitronic 40* was selected for 
initial models, which allows a 15 mm thickness. 



An estimate of the minimum circumferential pre-compression pressure 
required in the windinss can be made as follows: at B • 6.5T, the cir
cumferential pressure in the windings at the coil mid~plane, generated by 
the accumulated Lorentz force. on each turn, is 5550 psi in the inner 
layer and .350 p.i in the outer lay.r, assuming rigid cable and no fric
tion. If the collar. are assumed to be rigid, the pre-compression in 
.ach lay.r mu.t be at l.a.t equ.l to this value to prev.nt the turn 
adj.cent to the pol. from separ.tins from the pol. under lo.d; this is 
t.ken a. a d.sired design requirement . For steel collars, the room taD
perature pr.-load must exc.ed this v.lu. by approximat.ly 1500 psi to 
allow for los. of pre-compr •• sion during cooldown becaus. the winding 
shrinks mora th.n the collar.. Targ.t v.lu.s for circumf.r.ntial pre
compression at a.sembly are 7800 psi for the inner layer and 6400 psi for 
the out.r l.y.r. 

1-m model magnet. were made at LBL using both 15 mm Bitronic .0 
coll.rs, and 25 mm aluminum alloy collars . Collar d.formation due to 
as.embly, cooldown, and magnet op.ration is measur.d on th •• e mod.l •. ' 
Typical d.formation of the .t.el collars in the 1-m mod.l., in t.rms of 
chense in diameter at a •• embly, i. + 0.006 inches horizontal and + . 012 
inches v.rtical; the •• v.lu •• include the effects of cle.ranc •• and tol.r
ance. for the key. and pin.. Wh.n energized to 6 T, the dimen.ions 
chen&e by about + .003 inch •• horizontal and - . 002 incha. v.rtical. 

Pressure measurement. ar. made at the pole on both inn.r and outer 
windinss usins a strain-gag. system illustrat.d in Fig. 2.' Fig. 3 shows 
the pressure history durins cooldown in a magnet with 25 mm aluminum 
collars. Bote the n.t increase in prestress during cooldown of about 
2000 psi b.cause of the th.rmal contraction of aluminium b.ing greater 
then the windinss; this is in contrast to a decrease with stainl.ss 
steel. Thus, about .000 psi low.r prestress is required at a •• embly for 
aluminium then for .te.l Which is an advantage of aluminium collars. 
However, the approximat.ly 1 cm gr.at.r thickness required of aluminium 
collars r.sults in a d.cr.... in magnetic field contribut.d by the iron 
yoke and, ther.for., st •• l was s.lected for most of the mod.ls. 

Fig .• show. the pressure at the pole in an aluminium collared magnet 
a. the wind ins i. en.rgiz.d. Th.s. measured values di ffer significantly 
from the prediction of the simple friction-free, rigid coll.r model . 
Durins the first few cycl •• of the magn.t to full field, a distinct 
hy.teresis is s •• n, p.rhep. due to friction between lay.rs and b.tween 
cable and collars. After s.veral cycles the pressure at the pols de
cr.ased by about 3500 psi in both layers, the hysteresis disappeared, and 
measured pressure became reversible; similar behavior was s.en in the 
magnets with st.el collars. \ 

KAGB&TIZATIOB SFFSCTS 

CUrr.nt induced in the superconducting filaments produc.s a 
diamagnetic eff.ct as field incr.as.s and a paramagnetic effect as field 
d.cr.a.... Fig. 5 shows a fi.ld lina plot and Fig . 6 shows fi.ld lines 
due to magnetization alone for fi.ld increa.ing up to . 28 tesla . - The 
resultins systematic distortion of the central field must be corrected by 
auxilliary windinss . SUch windings are generally r.latively small and 
are located near the focussing magnets (about every 100 m in the SSC). 
However, if the distortion .xceeds a r.latively small value of 2-3 X 10-
of the dipole field, it must b. corr.cted more frequently along the ac
cel.rator, p.rheps continuously along the lensth of each magnet. Th. 

* Armco, Ine . ; approximately 60 kpsi min. tensile yield strensth at room 
temperature. 



cable used in the Design D models has filament sizes of 23 ~ and 19 pm 
on the inner and outer windings respectively, Which produces a sextupole 
distortion of about 30 X 10-4 • Fig. 7 shows the measured sextupol. 
fi.ld in an LBL model, along with a predicted curv. based on magnetization 
mea.urement of cable sampl.s . It can be seen that the observed effect 
is closely predict.d, and that, st tha sse injection field of about 
0.32 T. tha magnituda is 30 X 10-4 • Which must be correct.d locally. 
Thi. csn easily ba don. with a saxtupole windins on the bore tub.. Th. 
modal masnats have .uch s winding. wound with . ·sinsle layer of . 020 in. 
dia. .uparconducting wire. and the ability to corr.ct this .ff.ct has 
baan demonstrated. Passiva s.lf-.n.raiz.d corr.ction-coil schemes 
Which do not r.quire ext.rnal pover .upplies, are being dev.loped .••• 
Howevar. tha masnitude of the field distortion is nearly dir.ctly pro
portional to filament size;' and for the sse. 3 pm filaments will. 
probably .ltminat. the need for distributed corr.ction coils; 8 ~. 
filaments as us.d in the T.vatron. are easily produc.d . R.cent prosr.ss 
indicat.. that 3 ~ filaments with v.ry hiSh curr.nt density can be 
.conomically produced"· using a vari.ty of techniques . We can. 
thar.fore. eltminat. or reduce the r.quired corr.ction field. 

MAGHBT COKSTRUCTIOK 

Tha LBL mod.l masn.ts differ in s.v.ral minor d.tails from the long.r 
BKL mod.ls; The LBL cable in.ulation is two Kapton wraps ; a .001 inch 
butt-wrap (not overlapped) is ov.rlaid with a .002 inch butt-wrap; the 
outer Kapton has a thin .poxy adh.sive lay.r to hold the turns togeth.r 
after molding. Th. BKL in.ulation is identical to that us.d on .th. T.va
tron and CBA; it has an ov.rlapp.d wrap of .001 inch Kapton cov.r.d by a 
butt-wrap of fiberalass tap. impr.gnated with B-stage epoxy. Both 
sch-=-s inc Iud. molding of .ach of the four windings at about 10,000 to 
17.000 psi in a precision fixture at about 130 C to insure r.producible 
coil dimensions and to slue the turns together, which will facilitat. 
as.embly of the coils. 

Th. ends of tha BKL coils have larg.-radius bends desisned to 
accommodate pre-r.acted Kb Sn cable. This featUre is not necessary for 
KbTi and will be .liminatea. LBL ends have only a very slight bulge to 
allow easy winding of the inn.r cable around the smell bore." Even this 
small bulge can probably be eliminated, if necessary. with careful 
winding techniques . 

S.veral layers of pr.-shaped .005 in Kapton are placed between . layers 
and over the outside of the assembled windings for electrical insula
tion . Collar halves are assembled into units about six inches Ions and 
fastened around the coils in increments . as eoils are moved through a 
collaring pr.ss. The winding is squeezed to a pressure about 2.5 times 
greater than the de. ired final pr.-str.ss to permit easy insertion of the 
k.y.; cable pr.stress d.creases as the load is transferred from pr.ss to 
collars b.cau •• of keyvsy clearances and collar deformation. 

FiS. 9 shows a completed I-m mod.l in its rectangular iron yok •• 
FiS. 10 shows a 4.5 m mod.l ready for testing; it has a 10.5 inch dia
met.r laminated iron yoke as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

FIELD UKIFORKITY 

Fi.ld uniformity in acc.lerator magnets is usually expressed in terms 
of a harmonic analysis of the variation from a perfect dipole field . 

• 



dafined at a reference radius. in this paper. of 1 cm; z • x + iy . 

The coefficients b • b • b • etc • • are the "allowed" mulUpole • • • (sextupo1a. 10 pole. 14 pole. etc.) field components. In a perfectly 
symmetrical windina. all &n's and odd bn's are zero. and b •• b •• etc .• 
are controled and minimlzed by placina turns in the propar location. 
Fiald correction magnats ara usually used to compensata for small syste
matic saxtupole distortions. 

Tabla I sho... the mean value and standard deviation for all 
non-allowed multipole. in five LBL mod.ls.* The allowed terms; b • b • 

• •• and b. are lara. because the •• models each have deliberate variation. in 
" the cros.-section to adjust pre-compression stress on the eabl. . Th. 
table showw that tha non-allowed terms are very small. implying a high 
degrea of symmetry in tha magnet cross-section and implyina that tha 
de.ired magnat-to-magnat con.istency can be expeeted using the •• con
struetion method. and cable de.igns. It is expected that. after mora 
modal. are eonstructed. a small dimensional adju.tment "of the three 
wedge. can be incorpor.ted into the design to bring the allowed multi
pole. into elo •• agreement with the predieted values . Table II ahows 
measurement. on the BWL models. all eonstructed with identical eros. 
seetiona; agreement with prediction is load. 

MODIL MAGIIBT PBRrORKAHCI 

ril. 8 shows the trainina behavior for six 1-m LBL models; m&lnets 
C-1 and C-3 have 25 rom aluminium eollars; m&lnets C-4. C-5. and C-6 have 
improved cable with higher critical current and 15 rom stainlesa steel 
eollars identieal to those in the BWL models. Among these laat three 
models only one queneh below 6.4 T was experienced and the eritical 
field vas 6 . 6 T or hilher. rig. 11 shows similar load training behavior 
for four 4.5 m BWL models. This magnet design promises to meet all 
requirements for an SSC. 
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TABLE I 

Measur ... nts on LBL sse Dipoles at r • 1 c., .0 • 3 T. 

1n units of 10-4 X Dipole. 

!liD IS gllliDlljgD ,-~ they C-6, Expected 
C- 2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-' M,an • .0 

·.110W1d' b2 6.33 12.01 a . S4 9.B5 -'.0' 7.13- 8. 55 2.15 
... ,.,.tcs b4 1.00 1.24 -0 .03 -0 .50 0. 54 0.17 0.17 0.59 

b, o.n 0. 3B 0.13 0.14 -o .U 0.07 0. 43 0.08 
b8 0.84 0. 7B 0.62 0. '6 0.64 0.71 0.10 0.02 

'Forbidden' bl -1.51 2.n 0.30 -0.79 -1.58 -0.12 I.B8 I.B 
HArwon1cs b3 0.05 -0 .24 0.2B 0.41 0.13 0. 13 0. 25 0.35 

b5 -0.08 -0.09 0.03 0.06 -0.17 -0.05 0.09 0.059 
b7 -0. 27 0.10 -0.04 0.02 ,-0 . 21 0.02 0.20 o.oa 

'1 -0. 55 0.25 0.09 -0.51 -1 .42 -0.43 0.658 '3.3 

'2 0. 54 0.92 0.09 0. 26 1.01 0. 5' 0.40 o.n 

"3 0. 12 0.25 -0 .02 -o .OB -0 .0' 0.05 0.14 o.n 

'4 0.22 0.20 -0.02 -0 .02 -0 .03 0.12 o.a 0. 14 

"S -0 .04 0.04 0.04 ,,-0 .02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0. 16 
" ", 0.0' 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.034 

'7 -o. a 0.20 0. 01 -0 .01 -0 .01 0.00 0.13 0.030 

"8 0. 12 O.OB 0.0' 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.004 

Calculated ' allowed' ten.s for the theor.c ttcal cross-section are 
b . . 4, b • O. b • . 2, b ·.1 • • • • 



. I 

TA8LE II 

Measure.nts on BNt sse Dipoles at r - 1 CII,Bo ·2f. 

1n un1ts of 10-4 X Dipole . 

SLN-8 THRU 
HI9DI1 glligDlllgO ~~tI-ll Exp.cted 

SLN-8 SLN-9 SNL-l0 SLN-ll M'ln • ." 

'Allowed' b2 -2 .03 -2 . 82 -5.&2 -5.09 -3.89- -1. 74 2.0 

HanlOnics b4 0.10 -0. 21 -1.01 -0.18 -0.49 0.53 0.59 

b& 0.02 0.01 -0.12 0.02 -0 .02 0. 01 O.DI 
b8 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0. 01 0.02 

'Forbidd.n' b1 0. 59 -0 . 39 1.0i -0 . 1& 0.2& 0.&5 1.8 
HIMIOnics b3 -0 .0& -0.05 0. 25 -0.25 -0.03 0. 21 0. 35 

b5 -0 . 01 0.03 -0 . 03 -0. 01 -0.01 0.03 0. 059 
bl 0. 09 0. 05 0. 00 0.2& 0.10 0. 11 0.01& 
b9 -0 .01 -0 .01 -0 . 01 0.00 -0 .01 0. 00 

II -1.23 -2 . 51 -2 .41 1.9& - 1.0& 2.10 3.3 

12 0. 32 0. 24 0. 32 0.24 0.28 0. 05 0.&3 

13 -0 .43 -0 .40 -0.9& -0.31 -0.54 0. 28 0.&9 

14 -0.05 0.05 -0.20 0. 22 - 0. 01 0.18 0.14 

15 -0.19 -0 . 03 0.12 0.13 0.01 0. 15 0.1& 

a& 0.02 0.04 -0.05 0.01 0. 02 0. 05 0.034 

11 -0 . 01 0. 00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.030 

18 0.09 0. 15 0.09 0.15 0.12 0.03 0.00& 
a9 -0 . 02 -0 . 00 -0 .02 -0 . 02 -0.02 0.01 

*prtdtctld by extrapolation fro. T.vltro" and C8Ao dlpol. megnet 
_lSureMnt.1.0 
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PiS. 1 Cross-section of collared 
coil assembly surrounded by a 
circular .plit yoke of laminated 
steel. 
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Fi,. 5 Field line plot; includes 
transport current plus magnetiza
tion effects . 
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Quench Nullber 

Fi,. 8 Trainin, behavior of the 
first six 1-m LBL SSC dipole models 
at 4 . 4K. C-1,2 have 25 mm Al 
collars; C-2 has 15 mm machined 
collars, C-4,5 ,6 have IS mm stamped 
collars and improved cable . Criti
cal field achieved at 1.8K is shown. 
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Fig . 9 I - m LBL model with a 
rectangular iron yoke re9dy f or 
testing in a horizontal cryosta t . 
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Fig. II 
of four 
at 4 . 5K . 

Magne ti c fi e ld at quench 
4 . 5 m BNL sse dipole mode ls 

Fig . 10 ~ . 5 m BNL model with a circular laminat ed iron yoke ready f or 
testing in a vert i c a l cryostat. 
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